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	http://www.pewresearch.org/methodology/u-s-survey-research/ [image: ]
american association for public opinion research
↳http://www.aapor.org/AAPORKentico/Education-Resources/For-Researchers/Poll-Survey-FAQ.aspx [image: ]	0.36	0.6	0	no	-1	-1	-1	-1	1	1	q -> american association for public opinion research
www.aapor.org
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump [image: ]
donald trump american nationalist
↳http://nationalinterest.org/feature/donald-trump-american-nationalist-14237 [image: ]	0.28	0.93	0.09	yes	2529	1589	622	174	2	2	q -> donald trump american nationalist
nationalinterest.org
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_language [image: ]
do you speak american what lies ahead
↳http://www.pbs.org/speak/ahead/ [image: ]	0.28	0.9	0.11	yes	1460	779	164	68	2	2	q -> do you speak american what lies ahead
www.pbs.org
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_language [image: ]
the atlas of north american english
↳http://www.degruyter.com/view/product/178229?rskey=eUyN34&result=2 [image: ]	0.28	0.9	0.07	yes	1460	779	164	68	2	2	q -> the atlas of north american english
www.degruyter.com
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_language [image: ]
english african american vernacular
↳http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B0080448542050926 [image: ]	0.28	0.9	0.07	yes	1460	779	164	68	2	2	q -> english african american vernacular
www.sciencedirect.com
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_language [image: ]
post imperial english status change in former british and american colonies 1940 1990
↳http://www.degruyter.com/viewbooktoc/product/143492 [image: ]	0.28	0.9	0.07	yes	1460	779	164	68	2	2	q -> post imperial english status change in former british and american colonies 1940 1990
www.degruyter.com
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madonna_(entertainer) [image: ]
madonna before she was madonna dancing at american dance festival
↳http://www.charlotteobserver.com/entertainment/music-news-reviews/article23418204.html [image: ]	0.28	0.47	0.05	yes	1412	891	265	93	2	2	q -> madonna before she was madonna dancing at american dance festival
www.charlotteobserver.com
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madonna_(entertainer) [image: ]
the american recording industry announces its artists of the century
↳https://web.archive.org/web/20070930200852/http://www.riaa.com/newsitem.php?news_year_filt [image: ]	0.28	0.47	0.09	yes	1412	891	265	93	2	2	q -> the american recording industry announces its artists of the century
web.archive.org
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madonna_(entertainer) [image: ]
american life by madonna review
↳http://www.metacritic.com/music/american-life [image: ]	0.28	0.47	0.04	yes	1412	891	265	93	2	2	q -> american life by madonna review
www.metacritic.com
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madonna_(entertainer) [image: ]
top 100 47 american pie
↳http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio2/soldonsong/songlibrary/americanpie.shtml [image: ]	0.28	0.47	0.01	yes	1412	891	265	93	2	2	q -> top 100 47 american pie
www.bbc.co.uk
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